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seem greatly to trouble any power save Great Britain. But when
in January 1908 Baron Aehrenthal, the Austro-Hungarian
foreign minister, obtained leave from the Sultan to survey a
route through the sandjak of Novibazar whereby to link the
Austrian and Turkish railway systems, Russia sharply pricked
up her ears. She brought her co-operation with Austria to an
end, just five months after her Convention with Great Britain.
Secondly, the new Entente was an embarrassing one for a
British government to sustain, because the domestic policy of
the tsarism at this time was repellent to British popular opinion.
After the Japanese war, as after the Crimean, Russia underwent
a revolutionary upheaval; and on 30 October 1905, at the climax
of a general strike which shook the whole fabric of her society,
Nicholas II granted a Constitution with a Duma (i.e. elected
Diet). Following that, the strike was suppressed, and the St.
Petersburg Soviet arrested. But in December there was a most
determined insurrection at Moscow, only crushed after desperate
barricade fighting; and fierce risings among the peasantry con-
tinued through 1906 and far into 1907. The result was an orgy
of counter-revolution, in which the government sanctioned ruth-
less barbarities. The Duma itself, though a far from radical
body which might well have been utilized by a prudent ruler, was
repeatedly overridden and dissolved by the weak but autocratic
Nicholas. His first resort to these methods (22 July 1906) was
reported in London at the moment when some of the Duma
members had come there for a meeting of the Inter-Parliamen- .
tary Union. Campbell-Bannerman, on opening the latter,
used the famous words: 'La Douma est morte. Vive la Douma!9
which were acclaimed by democrats all over the world. That
was a year before the Anglo-Russian Convention. How he would
have dealt with such a situation after it, one cannot say. But the
problem was one of constant difficulty. A large left wing of the
government's own supporters hated the Anglo-Russian Entente
upon what, from a diplomatist's standpoint, were not grounds of
foreign policy at all. So did the whole of the labour party.
Meanwhile, save for the navy question, British relations with
Germany in the two years following Algeciras were good. King
and Kaiser, who had been very much alienated in the period
following Tangier, became seemingly good friends again, and
exchanged highly successful visits to Cronberg and London. In
the autumn of 1906, when Haldane was planning army reforms,

